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Abstract: Facial Image processing is an active research area
which involves various applications such as face detection, face
recognition, person identification and also demographic
information collection that is age, gender and race from the face.
In general, all these applications fall under either holistic
approach or local approach. In holistic approach, the whole face
image is used for further processing. In local approach, the face
is divided into various blocks which may contains the facial
regions like eyes, eye brows, mouth, nose, cheek and chin
regions. In order to develop a robust algorithm against scale,
illumination, pose and expression issues, a component based or
part based approaches were developed. For component based
approach, the extraction of various face parts needs an automatic
method to crop the facial regions closest to the manual cropping.
The method of automatically extracting various facial parts is
addressed in this paper. The Constrained Local Model (CLM)
approach is used to identify the facial landmarks which in turn
used to segregate the different facial parts. The performance of
proposed approach is evaluated by ground truth of the respective
facial components. The correspondence between the automatic
extracted facial regions and ground truth is evaluated by SIFT
descriptor. Experimental results on matching manually cropped
facial regions against automatically extracted regions show that
the CLM approach achieves promising performance. The
extraction of various facial region will be very useful in
Face recognition.
Keywords: Constrained Local Model, facial land mark
localization, face region extraction, SIFT descriptor

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Human face conveys variety of information which
includes person identification, age, gender and race. The
existing approaches either represent faces with a holistic
representation or use local features, e.g. eyebrows, eyes,
nose and mouth for face related applications. An automatic
face detection and analysis is a challenging problem in
computer vision, and has been actively researched for
applications such as face verification, face tracking, person
identification, gender recognition and age estimation. The
automatic facial parts extraction is necessary to perform
various automatic face image processing. It is hard to
acquire facial landmark locations, head pose estimation
from face images suffering from extreme poses, illumination
and resolution variations. There are many automatic facial
land mark localization methods such as constrained local
model (CLM)-based, active appearance model (AAM)based, Active Shape Model (ASM)-based methods. CLMbased methods utilized a shape model and patch model to
detect a facial feature point.
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AAM-based methods[4,5] fit a shape model to an image
by minimizing texture synthesis errors. The Active Shape
Model (ASM) [18,9] is an effective way to locate facial
features, to model both shape and texture, and also to find
correlation between them from an observed training set.
Facial feature points are mainly located around facial
components such as eyes, mouth, nose and chin. The
proposed method is very useful for facial region extraction.
The key contributions of this work includes are
 Automatic extraction of various facial regions.
 Matching of automatic extracted facial regions
against manually cropped facial regions are
analyzed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II the literature review is discussed. The facial parts
extraction of the proposed system is discussed in Section III.
In Section IV, experiments are performed to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed system by matching automatic
extracted face regions to manually extracted face regions.
Finally, Section V includes conclusion and directions of
future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Facial parts extraction was started
by face
detectors Viola and Jones [1], Yang et al[2] which returns a
rectangular bounding box, implies the face location.
Different numbers of facial feature points are labeled for
various application scenarios as, a 17-point model, 29-point
model or 68-point model. These points cover several
frequently-used areas: eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth.
These areas carry the important information for both
generative and discriminative purposes. The accurate
detection of facial feature points helps to locate the different
facial components effectively. Constrained local model
(CLM)-based methods, Cristinacce and Cootes [3] consider
the appearance variation around each facial feature point
with the assistance of a corresponding local expert. Facial
feature points are then predicted from these response maps
refined by a shape prior which is generally learned from
training shapes. This method outperforms the state-of-the-art
RLMS fitting method and the tree-based method. Lee and
Kim [4] explored the shape-normalized and fitted shape
appearance of the tensor-based active appearance model
(AAM) , proposed by Cootes et al [5], in which the input
image is transformed into a normalized image to conduct
variation robust face recognition. AAM is applied by
Stegmann et al [6] to medical image analysis. For robust
shape tracking, a fusion strategy is proposed by Zhou et al
[7] to incorporate subspace model constraints.
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In order to separate the shape from the texture to
favour the sketch generation process, Chen et al [8] applied
active shape model (ASM) proposed by Cootes and Taylor
[9]. In face hallucination by Wang et al [10] and facial
swapping by Bitouk et al [11] facial feature point detection
is an essential pre-processing step. To control the variation
of facial appearance, Weise et al [12] proposed facial
animation which generally detects facial feature points. To
robustly describe the variation of facial expression across
different poses, the combination of 2D and 3D view based
AAM is proposed by Sung and Kim, [13]. In 3D face
modeling the correspondence of facial feature points plays
an important role Blanz and Vetter [14]. AAM is applied by
Anderson et al [15] to track robustly over a very large set of
facial data with expressions and to synthesize video realistic
renderings in the visual text-to-speech system. Akshay
Asthana et al [16] proposed a novelistic approach of
discriminative regression, which is based on the CLM
frame-work. This method is known as Discriminative
Response Map Fitting (DRMF) which outperforms the stateof-the-art RLMS fitting method and the tree-based method.
Ying Tai [17] proposed an Orthogonal Procrustes
Regression based approach, which shows high efficiency for
the misaligned test images with pose variations. Yet this
method takes into considerations only the horizontal pose
variation. From the literature, the Constrained Local Model
approach is more accurate and robust than the other methods
like ASM and AAM approach. In order to localize the
individual facial regions, the proposed method utilizes CLM
method to detect facial landmarks. The extractions of the
localized facial regions are useful for many applications like
demographic information including gender, age and race
classification. The success rate of the proposed system is
analyzed by manual cropped facial parts using image
matching algorithm. The detailed explanation of the
proposed system is given in section III.
III.

PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method consists of three different
modules such as face detection, facial landmark localization
and facial regions extraction which are shown in Fig. 1. The
input image is applied to a Constrained Local Model. The
CLM model first detects the face using Viola Jones[1] face
detector. The model gives 68 feature points for the detected
face. These points include nose, eyes, eye brows, mouth and
outer boundary of the face. For the ease of analysis, the face
regions are cropped. The feature points obtained are then
used for segregating the various parts of the face.

A. Constrained Local Model (CLM)
Constrained Local Models is the category of part based
models which exploit the local image patches taken around
the landmark points or feature points. CLM model consists
of two parts such as Patch Model and Shape Model. The
Patch Model uses the local image around the feature points
and the Shape Model describes the shape variations of
feature points. A joint shape and texture model is employed
in Patch Model. From the training samples, the set of grey
scale vectors and normalized shape co-ordinates are
obtained to create linear models as follows.
X  X  Os bs G  G  Og bg
(1)
Where

X is the mean shape, a set of orthogonal modes
Os

of variation is denoted by
is represented by

bs

and a set of shape parameters

. Similarly the mean normalised grey-

G , a set of orthogonal modes of
Og
bg

level vector is defined by

variation is given by
and
is a set of grey-level
parameters. The shape and template texture models are
combined using a PCA to produce one joint model.
(2)
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Where b is the concatenated shape and texture
parameter vector, Ws is the weighting parameter, C is a set
of joint appearance parameters, Oc is the orthogonal matrix
computed using PCA, which divided into two different
matrices Ocs and Ocg which jointly computes the shape and
texture parameters given a joint parameter vector C. For
each feature point, a response image is obtained in Shape
Model. If high value is obtained in the response image, then
the match score is high. This response image is used to
determine the position of each feature point. The best
position for each point from the response image is obtained,
taking into account the allowed shape variation.
B. Facial Landmark Localization
The facial feature points are obtained by CLM based
approach. CLM model consists of two parts; one part
describes the shape variations of feature points called Shape
Model, and the other part describes each patch of image
around the feature points, called Patch Model. The sample
result of CLM approach is shown in Fig. 1. The feature
points are numbered as
 1 to 17 represents the outer boundary
 18 to 27 is represents the eyebrow
 28 to 36 represents the nose
 31 is represents the nose tip
 37 to 48 represents the eyes
 49 to 68 represents the mouth
C. Facial Part Localization
The CLM approach produces the 68 fiducial points on the
face region. The spatial co- ordinates of the all these 68
points are extracted.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method
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Eyebrow extraction:
The eyebrow of the detected face is indicated by 10
fiducial points and this facial component is extracted by
using their spatial coordinates. The left and right eyebrow is
indicated by 5 points each. Let the bounding box of the
eyebrows are ieb ieb ieb H ieb
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Fig. 2. Facial Part Localization
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D. Face Parts Verification:
The performance of the automatic extracted facial
region against manually cropped facial regions is performed
by image matching technique using SIFT feature descriptor.
It determines the correspondence between two image
features. To understand the success rate of the automatic
face parts extraction, the manual cropping face parts are
used instead of state of the art method. This approach gives
the best comparison result. For analyzing the effectiveness
of extracted face parts, the SIFT feature descriptor is
obtained from the both the automatic and manual cropped
regions. Then matching points between the two images are
obtained. The minimum Euclidean distance between the
corresponding matching points is identified and considered
as a reference point for analyzing whether the automatically
extracted facial region consist of required facial part in
terms of area of the region.
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Where i=1, 2 represents the left and right eyebrow region
Eye Extraction:
The eye region of the detected face is marked by 12
points. Each eye region is covered by 6 fiducial points. The
spatial coordinates are given by,
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For experimentation, the images from the “Labeled Face
Parts in the Wild (LFPW) Dataset” are used. This database
includes the issues like scale, illumination, pose and
expression variation. The extracted facial regions are
verified with manually cropped facial parts whether the
extracted region contains the required facial region or not.
To accomplish this task, SIFT descriptor is obtained from
both automatic and manual cropped image. The SIFT
descriptor produces the matched points between the images.
The correspondences between the images are identified from
the matched points. The matched point having minimum
distance is selected as best reference point for verifying the
automatic extracted face region. By using matched points,
the exact facial region is cropped from the extracted facial
region. The rectangular bounding box has drawn inside the
automatic extracted facial region shows the required facial
region which is shown in Fig.5(a). The area of the automatic
extracted facial region (A1) and ground truth image
(manually cropped facial region) (A2) is computed. The
difference between these two areas determines the automatic
extracted facial region as positive or negative. The results of
image matching by SIFT descriptor is shown in Fig.5(a).

Nose Extraction:
The nose region from the face is extracted by using
spatial coordinates of 9 fiducial points which is given by,
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Mouth Extraction:
The mouth region of the detected face is extracted by using
spatial co ordinates of 20 fiducial points are given by,

X M  x i   i  1,2,....20 ---- (15)

Y M  y i   i  1,2,....20 ---- (16)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

M



From the equations (3) to (18),  and
are the
starting point of the facial parts to be cropped,  is the
Width of the facial region, H is the height of the facial parts
and (x,y) is the spatial co ordinates of the each facial regions
which is marked in the subscript. The various facial parts are
indicated by the rectangular bounding box as shown in
Fig.2. The same region is extracted using given formulae.
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(a)

Fig. 6. Accuracy of the proposed system Vs. Human
observation

(b)

V.

(c)
Fig. 4. (a) perfect match (b) not matched due
illumination and occlusion (c) not matched due to
improper feature matching point
The Fig.4(a) shows that the many of the automatically
cropped face parts are closely equivalent to that of manually
cropped face parts. But very few parts do not matched with
the manual cropped parts even though they are visually
same due to illumination and occlusion as shown in Fig.4
(b) and also due to improper matching point between the
images as shown in Fig.4(c). From the 72 sample images,
the performance of the SIFT feature descriptor and Human
observations are obtained and the result is shown in Table 1.
It is observed that the overall accuracy produced by the
proposed system is above 92.59% and for different face
parts are above 95% except eyebrows.

The detailed experiment was conducted in LFPW face
database to analyze the success of the proposed system.
Instead of using whole face region for various applications
like face recognition and demographic data collection that
includes age, gender and race of a person, facial components
can be effectively used. The proposed method is deployed in
the face recognition application even if the whole face is not
visible to the system. The part based facial recognition is
achieved through the proposed method. The proposed
method is used to extract the facial components
automatically once the face region is localized. In order to
ensure that the automatic cropped region is a required
region, SIFT descriptor is applied on the automatically
extracted facial regions as well as the manually cropped
facial regions. The efficiency of the proposed system is
compared with human observation. The proposed system
produced the accuracy more than 95% for all facial parts
except the eyebrows. In future, the variation like pose is
sorted out by proper alignment technique prior to facial part
extraction.

Table-I. Matching result of automatic extracted images
against manual cropped images
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